Field-Marking Equipment

Tru Mark is offering two new options for their line up of field marking equipment. The E-100 Paint Boom is an efficient tool for painting of hash marks. A calibrated marking wheel gauges distance accurately, while the spray box sizes a perfect hash mark. The unit is capable of reducing man hours up to 70 percent. Use for block out painting, logo design and more.

Tru Mark now offers the RS-500 Spray Boom, a quick-attach accessory to the RS-500 for any spray application. Use for herbicides, fertilizer iron applications. May be used for “block out” painting of end zones. The quick-attach feature makes mounting easy. Booms fold up and lock. Spray Boom has a 10-foot bandwidth.

For more information, contact Wagner Industries, P.O. Box 347, Norfolk, NE 68702; Tel: 800-553-6275; sales@trumarkafm.com.

Line Driver

The Jaydee Model 7000 Drive Liner is a self-propelled, riding line marker which can be set up for center-marking or side-marking. Powered by an electric start engine coupled to a hydrostatic transmission, the electric pump and 35-gallon paint tank allow marking a complete game field or several practice fields per fill.

For more information, contact Jaydee Equipment Co., 202 E. Joliet Hwy., New Lenox, IL 60451; Tel: 815-485-6146.

Broyhill Fastliner and Kombi Line Marking Systems

Broyhill's Fastliner is a sports facilities line marking system that slides easily into the cargo box of turf utility vehicles or mounts to Broyhill's Highlander Sport infield finisher. The Fastline paint solution is pumped from a 14-gallon poly tank through an anti-drip nozzle, which is attached to a patented marking shoe designed to follow the contour of the ground, no matter how rough the terrain. Line applications are precise and clear at speeds of up to 20 mph. The marking shoe is spring loaded for fast, on the go retraction and swings up and parks on the vehicle when not in use. Line widths are adjustable from 1 1/2 to 4 inches. A 12-volt electric diaphragm pumping system provides years of dependable service. Fastliner is completely self-cleaning and can be installed or removed in just a few minutes, freeing up the vehicle to be used for other tasks.

For smaller line marking tasks, Broyhill also provides the Kombi walk behind machine. This unit is also self cleaning and is equipped with a rechargeable battery pack that will paint lines for up to 8 hours on a single charge. The adjustable width-marking shoe can be mounted to the left, right or front of the Kombi.

The Fastline paint concentrate is sportsTURF • http://www.sportsturfonline.com
specially designed for the Fastliner and Kombi marking systems. This high quality marking material provides brilliant white lines soon any surface conditions. Fastline solution can be mixed as much as five parts water to one part concentrate, and will stay in suspension in the applicator tank for up to 10 days. Simply stir solution and begin painting again.

For more information, contact The Broyhill Company, 1 North Market Square, Dakota City, NE 68731; Tel: 800-228-1003 ext. 34; broyhillsal@aol.com.

Bannerman Pre-Line Mower

Save up to 50 percent of wet lining paints and dry lining materials by pre-mowing boundaries and foul lines to a recommended height of 1-inch or lower, prior to lining sports fields. Bannerman's Pre-Line Mower features open side guards that allow clippings to be evenly spread to either side, leaving a clear path to accept lining materials. All wheels are within the width of the cut and leave no wheel marks on the grassed area. Ideal from the sports field perspective, the mower features a 12-inch width of cut to establish or highlight 2-, 3- or 4-inch lines.

The unit is powered by a 4 cycle Briggs & Stratton Sprint II engine with 3.75 horsepower. The mower runs smooth and quietly and weighs 55 lbs.

For more information, contact Bannerman, 41 Kelfield St., Rkedale, ON, Canada M9W 5A3; Tel (USA): 800-665-2696; Tel (CANADA): 800-325-4871.

Bannerman Pre-Line Mower

Game Day Athletic Field Marking Paint, a specially formulated latex product, dries quickly and provides a bright weather resistant finish. Game Day is easy to apply, and equipment cleans up easily with soap and water. Non-toxic and environmentally friendly, the paint contains no ingredients that are harmful to grass. Grass grows back easily and quickly after each use, allowing the field to remain vibrant and healthy.

Free of toxic substances such as lead and mercury, Game Day will not hinder the growth of grass. It leaves no harmful residue in the soil or ground water, and is VOC compliant. It is available in 5-gallon containers for easy handling. Custom colors are available upon request.

For more information, contact Game Day, P.O. Box 2278, Gainesville, FL 32602-2278; Tel: 800-333-1104.

Field Marking Stencils

Newstripe Polytough Stencils are perfect for the marking and re-marking of athletic fields. Cut from 1/8-inch high-grade plastic material, these stencils are virtually indestructible. Newstripe's stencils for field and facility marking include: NCAA Football.

For more information, contact

For Good Looking Sports Turf... Choose Broyhill

- Broyhill FastLiner®, Starliner®, and Komb® line markers feature Broyhill's exclusive FastLiner® non-clogging, rain-resistant paint.
- Broyhill Stadium Vac®, Stadium Blade®, and Ball Field Finisher® utility vehicle accessories ensure top-of-the-line surface maintenance.
- Plus a full line of the industry's best sprayers, aerators, and other turf-grooming equipment.

For more information on Broyhill's broad line of turf care equipment, call 800.228.1003 or visit www.Broyhill.com
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marking kits; 6-foot-by-3-foot Football marking kits; bold, block letters for team names; standard emblems and symbols (handicap, no parking, exit); mascot stencils for field, press box, etc. (Ram, Warrior, Trojan, Wildcats, etc.); and custom stencils for logos and names.

Newstripe, Inc. also manufactures a complete line of marking equipment and stencils for turf or pavement. For more information, contact Newstripe Inc., 1700 Jasper St. Unit F, Aurora, CO 80011; Tel: 800-624-6706.

Green Industry Marking Flags
Both custom printed and plain marking flags are offered by Blackburn Flags and Marking Products in weather-resistant plastic. Choose from traditional flag style, bent staff banner flags and rigid markers to comply with pesticide marking regulations in your area. Flag sizes include 2 1/2-by-3 1/2-inches; 4-by-5-inches; 5-by-6-inches; and 5-by-8-inches. Staff lengths range from 15 to 36 inches in wire, plastic or fiberglass. The 14 flag colors available include all APWA colors for marking underground utility lines and four fluorescent colors. Turnaround, even for custom printed flags, is completed within 10 days of order.

For more information, contact Blackburn Mfg. Co., P.O. Box 86, Neligh, NE 68756-0086; Tel: 800-942-5816.

On-Deck Circle Pads with team logos used by Major and Minor League teams and for Olympic, World Series and All-Star Games. Dura-Pads® are tough and normally do not need resurfacing for 3-5 years. Great for team logos, league logos, sponsors or special events. Econo “Home” and “Visitor” pads also available. One of the over 200 baseball products available from “Your One-Stop Source for America’s leading baseball surfaces and supplies.”

Partac / Beam Clay®
Kelsey Park, Great Meadows, NJ 07838
800/247-Beam • 908/637-4191
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Stripe Like A Pro

Pro-Stripe
Athletic Field Marking Paint
• Long lasting Great Coverage.
• Easily applied by brush, roller, airless spray for line marking machines.
• OPTIWHITE® used for high reflectance under artificial lighting and for low angle viewing.
• Will not harm grass, uniforms or players.
• Dilutable up to 3:1 (water/paint) for additional savings of 50%-75%.
• Free shipping w/50 gallon purchase.

“EZ-100” Striper®
• Quiet, clean, Environmentally friendly.
• Long life, battery operated.
• 14 gallon polyethylene tank.
• 50-60 psi Shurflo Pump®.
• Built in charger plugs directly into any outlet.

Whittam Paint Company
division of J.C. Whittam Manufacturing Co.
(800)321-8358
Contact: Dale Forester
Visit our website at: whitlampaint.com
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